GSU CHEMISTRY LAB GRADE TRANSFER

*Student lab grade must be 80% or higher to transfer previous lab grade and only retake lecture

Students:
Give this completed form to BOTH your current lecture and lab instructors before the end of the FIRST week of the semester. Also ask your original lab instructor to email your grade to your current lab and lecture instructors.

Name:______________________________________
Panther ID: _________________________________
Campus ID: _________________________________
Course (circle one): Chem 1211 K Lab Chem 1212 K Lab

Semester lab taken in the past: _____________________________
Course CRN: _________________________________________
Day & Time of lab meeting: ________________________________
Lecture instructor: _______________________________________
Lab instructor: __________________________________________

Current Semester (retaking lecture only): ____________________
Course CRN: _________________________________________
Day & Time of lab meeting: ________________________________
Lecture instructor: _______________________________________
Lab instructor: __________________________________________